HERE IS YOUR CHANCE TO CONTRIBUTE IN INDIA'S WAR AGAINST COVID-19!

Keeping in mind the objective of dealing with any kind of emergency or distress situation, like the COVID-19 pandemic, and to provide relief to the affected, a public charitable trust under the name of Prime Minister's Citizen Assistance and Relief in Emergency Situations (PM CARES) Fund has been set up.

This fund also accepts micro-donations, as a result of which, a large number of people will be able to contribute with smallest of denominations.

HOW TO CONTRIBUTE?
Name of the Account: PM CARES
Account Number: 2121PM20202
IFSC Code: SBIN0000691
SWIFT Code: SBININBB104
Name of Bank & Branch: State Bank of India, New Delhi Main Branch
UPI ID: pmcares@sbi

You can also go to the website [ http://jan-sampark.nic.in/jansampark/click.jsp?tab=pmo&urlid=a3c1d5f040a44a553c73509e7585bddd4bd0a67&lat=2020&mid=f7a5a6243b90597df2f547d4052fbbf797a5cf0ec | www.pmindia.gov.in ] and donate.

Following modes of payments are accepted:
Debit Cards and Credit Cards
Internet Banking
UPI (BHIM, PhonePe, Amazon Pay, Google Pay, PayTM, Mobikwik, etc.)
RTGS/NEFT

*Donations to this fund will be exempted from income tax under section 80(G).

CONTRIBUTE NOW!
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